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KINDLING
TOGETHERNESS

At Artola, we believe it is fire that brings 
people together outdoors. Fire provides 
heat to prepare meals. Fire keeps people 
warm and creates a cosy ambience. Most 
of all, though, fire reaches into people’s 
hearts and rouses their burning desire 
to reconnect with themselves and each 
other. Fire kindles the spirit of together-
ness. 

After creating miracle cookware – pots, 
pans, smoker ovens and the ‘wonder pan’ 
– for over 50 years, we are now proud 
to introduce fiQ, our revolutionary BBQ 
fire pit crossover and the Qrib our design 
Hibachi BBQ.
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Sustainability 
and Circulairity

Manufacturing

Today no one doubts the usefulness of 
a circular economy, where products and 
raw materials are fully reused and value 
destruction limited. Brink is also commit-
ting to circularity with full conviction.

Our aim is to give used products, com-
ponents and raw materials/materials a se-
cond life with the highest quality possible. 
We also encourage designers and manu-
facturers to look differently – i.e. circularly 
– at design and production. 

This will make it relatively easy to upgrade, 
repair and thus future-proof a product. 
It will also open up possibilities to reuse 
components in other, new products. On 
a larger scale, the waste products of one 
company can serve as raw materials for 
another company within the economic 
area, allowing it to increasingly produce its 
own raw materials.

The Artola products are manufactured 
with an unique production method called; 
Metal Spinning

Metal spinning is a three-dimensional 
metal forming technique where a sheet of 
metal placed over a mould is forced into 
a certain seamless shape. This has been 
one of our core specialisations since 1908 
(Artola). 

The skilled metalworkers have years of 
experience in metal spinning. Whether it 
is soft aluminium,or hard stainless- and 
CorTen steel, this production method gua-
rantees a high-quality end product.

History of Brink
and Artola

Artola is part of Brink Industrial. But 
Artola was the start of Brink Industrial in 
1999 when Artola was taken over by the 
Brink holding. For years, mainly aluminum 
pots and pans have been made at Artola. 
After the takeover, the name was changed 
to Brink Industrial and the company grew 
into a ‘one-stop shop’ for industrial supply. 

From design, engineering and manufac-
ture, Brink Industrial distinguishes itself as 
a partner for the most sustainable and 
circular solution
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fiQ
The fiQ Circle is where it all happens. This is where fiQ’s modularity helps you to trans-
form your backyard, terrace or other outdoor setting into your personalized outdoor 
living space. In the fiQ Circle, your guests forget their everyday worries and let themsel-
ves be entertained to a heart-warming outdoor experience.

It’s your outdoor experience. It’s your fiQ. The fiQ modular concept provides a wide 
range of interchangeable and complementary products that allow you to configure fiQ 
to your own taste. Do you wish to entertain family and friends in your backyard? Or 
are your preparing for that special event? fiQ adapts to your way of outdoor life.

Step in to the fiQ Circle and make yourself at home with fiQ’s modular concept of 
outdoor togetherness. Centred around the fiQ BBQ fire pit crossover, fiQ provides a 
wide range of quality equipment, tools and accessories that allow you to create that 
atmosphere in which people quench their natural desire to connect.

Interface

AirQontrol

easyQlean

fiQ is modular, with an height-adjustable interface 
that makes the grill interchangeable with other 
grill plates, grids or wok holder.

This BBQ fire pit crossover enables you to prepare 
delicious meals as well as provide an open fire for 
family and friends to sit around and enjoy each 
other’s company. 

The AirQontrol air inlet enables heat regulation 

The easyQlean surface and ash tray turn the task 
of cleaning fiQ into child’s play
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Setting up the fiQ

Grill plate

Ring

Interface

Bowl

Handle bar

Hospitality ring

Ash tray

Interface

Column

Handle bar
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fiQ S
The little brother of the fiQ family with 
a diameter of 45 cm, suitable for any 
surface thanks to the insulated co-
lumn. This model is standard equiped 
with a fixed grill grid and column S.

  1-4

SKU  20.5001.00.1100

Accessories 
Grill plate S 20.5001.50.0014
Cone  20.5001.50.0015

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White - 
Coffee - Metallic blue

fiQ L
Our bestseller with a diameter of 85 
cm suitable for any party. The fiQ L is 
suitable for hospitality professionals as 
it is possible to equip with our Hospita-
lity Ring.

    1-20

SKU    20.5001.10.3000

Accessories 
Grill plate L   20.5001.50.0002
Interface incl. handle bar 20.5001.50.0003
Hospitality Ring L  20.5001.50.0009
Serving plate L   20.5001.50.0007

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White - Coffee - Metallic blue

fiQ M
Unique for it’s size with a diameter 
of 65 cm, because of this dimension 
favourable to combine with a table 
column, table or the bloQ.

  1-8

SKU  20.5001.10.2000

Accessories 
Grill plate M   20.5001.50.0001
Interface incl. handle bar 20.5001.50.0003
Wok holder   20.5001.50.0005

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White -
Coffee - Metallic blue

fiQ XL
For people who like it big or cater for 
groups, the fiQ XL is your best buy. 
Equip with our specially designed 
Hospitality Ring to expand the endless 
possibilities.

    1-35

SKU    20.5001.10.4000

Accessories 
Grill plate L   20.5001.50.0002
Interface incl. handle bar 20.5001.50.0003
Hospitality Ring XL  20.5001.50.0010
Serving plate XL  20.5001.50.0011

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White - Coffee - Metallic blue

fiQ models



fiQ bases
The fiQ is not complete without a solid base. We offer various undercarriages suitable 
for any situation. Choose your best fit and design your own outdoor experience.

Column M

Column L

Column XL

Column XL low

If you want to combine the fiQ with the seats to 
create the fiQ circle or combine your fiQ with a 
lounge sofa.

The high version combined height about 1 meter 
for a comfortable working position.

Compatible with: fiQ L, fiQ XL

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White -
Coffee - Metallic blue

Specially designed fort he XL model; wider and a 
bit lower to create a combined height of 1 meter 
and more stability.

The XL edition of the column M. combine this with 
your seats or a lounge sofa.

Compatible with: fiQ XL

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White -
Coffee - Metallic blue
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SKU 20.5001.20.2000

SKU 20.5001.20.3000
  

SKU 20.5001.20.4000 SKU 20.5001.20.5000

Compatible with: fiQ M, fiQ L

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - White -
Coffee - Metallic blue



FIQ ACCESSORIES
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Grill plate M
SKU 20.5001.50.0001

SKU 20.5001.50.0003

Interface incl. 
handle bar

Butcher’s
block round
SKU 20.5001.50.0006

Serving plate L
SKU 20.5001.50.0007

Grill plate L
SKU 20.5001.50.0002

Handle bar
SKU 20.5001.50.0004

Wok holder
SKU 20.5001.50.0005

Skewers (10x)
SKU 20.5001.50.0008



Hospitality Ring L
SKU 20.5001.50.0009

Hospitality Ring XL
SKU 20.5001.50.0010

Serving plate XL
SKU 20.5001.50.0011

Grill plate S
SKU 20.5001.50.0014

Fire Quencher M
SKU 20.5001.50.0019

Cover lid M
SKU 20.5001.50.0018

Fire Quencher L
SKU 20.5001.50.0021

Cover lid L
SKU 20.5001.50.0020

Fire Quencher XL
SKU 20.5001.50.0023

Cover lid XL
SKU 20.5001.50.0022
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Qrib



Qrib
In Japan, the preparation of a meal is a ritual that combines purity and aesthetics with 
practicality and efficiency. This fusion of design and functionality is what Qrib is all about. 
With its compact design, Qrib caters for people who love cooking and socializing 
outside in a more intimate setting. Couples, small families, select groups of culinary 
connoisseurs and people on their own, who value the preparation as much as the food 
on their plates. 

As a fusion of Japanese teppanyaki and hibachi cuisine, Qrib combines quality and style 
and takes the BBQ concept to a new level. With 3 different types of interchangeable 
grills, you can bake and grill meals in any way you like and even enjoy the warmth of the 
fire. The extendibility of the grills provides variation in temperature zones and the two-
way AirQontrol gives you control over the fire.

3 Different grills

Portable fire place

Qrib comes with 3 different types of grills and you 
can even use two at the same time.
Simply use the gripper to switch between grills. 
Then bake and grill in any style you like, including 
Japanese teppanyaki and hibachi style. 

One of the grills doubles as a funnel with which 
you can turn the Qrib into a portable fireplace. 
After all, there is nothing better than warming 
yourself by the fire after a delicious meal. 

AirQontrol
The two-way AirQontrol allows for easy fire regu-
lation, which means better fuel burning and less 
smoke. Qrib uses charcoal for barbecuing and 
wood for a cosy fireplace.

Temperature zones
By extending the grill to another position above 
the fire, you can raise or lower the temperature. 
You can also create two different temperature 
zones side by side, simply by varying the amount 
of charcoal that you put in the two zones in the 
fire bowl.

2 Types of undercarriage
The Qrib can be mounted on two types of light-
weight, mobile undercarriage. The first one, cal-
led boQ, comes in 2 different heights. The other 
one is called bloQ and by connecting several 
bloQs you can create a simple outdoor kitchen.
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MODEL

Qrib
As a fusion of Japanese teppanyaki and hiba-
chi cuisine, Qrib combines quality and style 
and takes the BBQ concept to a new level. 

  1-6

SKU  20.5002.10.1000

Cover
Cover your Qrib for grease protection. 
Customize your Qrib grill with different 
colours.

SKU  20.5002.30.0008
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Undercarriages

The Qrib concept of design and functio-
nality can be found in the smallest details. 
This includes the 2 types of lightweight 
and mobile undercarriage. The first one, 
called boQ, resembles an Asian style 
bench with wheels added to it. There are 
two heights you can choose from: stan-
ding height and sitting height. 

The other undercarriage is a specially de-
signed cube-like stand with wheels, called 
bloQ. If you like, you can take the Qrib 
concept one step further by connecting 
several bloQs to create a very original 
side table, in which you can store your 
wood and utensils. This is our minimalistic 
take on the outdoor kitchen. The bloQ 
is very versatile and needs little space. It 
doesn’t get any more functional than this.

Artola provides a wide range of products 
that bring people together and create a 
heart-warming outdoor experience.

boQ low
SKU  20.5002.20.1000

boQ
SKU  20.5002.20.2000

bloQ
SKU  20.5002.20.3000
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Hospitality
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Hospitality What is it that attracts your customers? Sure, the 
meals and drinks you serve, the atmosphere, the in-
terior design and where your business is located will 
most certainly influence your customers’ choice. 
However,the most important factor is the sense of 
connection. 

fiQ’s modular hospitality and catering concepts 
provide you with a wide range of complementary 
products with which you can create the atmosphere 
that makes people connect. Once connec- ted, they 
will prolong their stay and feel encou- raged to keep 
coming back with friends and family.

Hospitality set L
SKU  20.5001.00.3250

Hospitality ring L

SKU  20.5001.50.0009

Serving plate L

SKU  20.5001.50.0007

Hospitality ring XL

SKU  20.5001.50.0010

Serving plate XL

SKU  20.5001.50.0008

Hospitality table

34 3735

SKU  20.5001.30.6000

Hospitality set XL
SKU  20.5001.00.4250
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Tables and seats



TABLES

In search of a more original base, choose our table co-
lumns or tables. Created out of 1cm thick CorTen steel, 
so it will last a lifetime.

Table column low
Designed in the unique Artola shape. The low version combines with 
the seat and your own sofa or chairs.

SKU  20.5001.30.1000

Variety of table tops and shelfs
Table top SKU  20.5001.30.0001
Table shelf SKU  20.5001.30.0002
Table top SKU  20.5001.30.0003
Table shelf SKU  20.5001.30.0004

Table low
The same iconic shape but with side table. The low version makes it 
possible to use it in comination with seats or a lounge sofa.

SKU  20.5001.30.3000

Table column high
The shape and design stand out with this high variant. Choose your 
version.

SKU  20.5001.30.2000

Table high
Use it the way you want, but this table offers everything you want in 
your own outdoor experience.

SKU  20.5001.30.4000
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Seat curve wood

SKU  20.5001.40.1000

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - 
White -Coffee - Metallic blue

Seat curve wood

SKU  20.5001.40.1001

Colours
Corten - Black - Granite grey - 
White -Coffee - Metallic blue

SEATS

The fiQ circle is where it all happens. This is where we 
want to help you to transform your backyard or terrace 
into your personalized outdoor living space. To accom-
plish this you need our elegant seats.
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Accessories



Flipper
SKU 20.5001.60.0007

Chic oil
SKU 20.5001.60.0008
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Tongs
SKU 
20.5001.60.0002-5

Apron
SKU 20.5001.60.0001

Scraper
SKU 20.5001.60.0006



Placemat
SKU 20.5001.60.0014
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Presentation board
SKU 20.5001.60.0012

Chopping board
SKU 20.5001.60.0011

Knife roll
SKU 20.5001.60.0013
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Leather 
by Witloft

Tungs   
by OZ goods

Wood
by Dutch Oak

Chic oil 
by Olipac

PARTNERS
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